
Chapter 7 Review 
 

Have you done the special assignment for 
chapter 7 

 
Have you printed out the drugs and bugs 



The DNA of microorganisms is made 
up of subunits called  



nucleotides 



Which of these is a reason for scientists to 
replicate DNA? 

A. Study gene action 

B. Elucidate cell relationship 

C. Detect hereditary disease 

D. all of the above 



D.  all of the above 



These are the 2 major types of mutations 



Frameshift deletion/insertion 

 

Adding/losing a chromosome (downs 
syndrome) 



In eukaryotes it takes DNA from all these places 
to make up the genome 



chromosomes 

mitochondria 

chloroplasts 

plasmids 



At the end of meiosis daughter cells are 2n 

 

T or F 



False 



How many people lose a limb or die because of 
Vibrio vulnificus infections? 



Half 



Which is harder to break A+T or G+C? Why? 



 

G+C has more bonds 



Semiconservative replication refers  



an original parent DNA strand and one newly 
synthesized DNA strand comprising a new DNA 

molecule 



This mutagen can cause a thymine dimer 



Ultraviolet light 



This molecule is transcribed from the DNA 
template strand and later translated.  



messenger RNA 



This type of mutation leads to drastic missense 
and nonsense mutations 



Frameshift mutations 



This technique allows scientists to observe what 
happens when a gene is turned on but no 

protein is made? 



RNA interference 



This donor cell is still alive with this type of 
horizontal gene transfer 



Bacterial conjugation 



DNA polymerase is more efficient than RNA 
polymerase 

 

T or F 



True 



Sickle cell disease is caused by this type of 
mutation 



Missense (point) 



Most of the time when no peptide is formed 
due to a mutation, this is the mutation involved 



frameshift 



Nonsense, missense, and silent are all forms of  



Point mutation                              



What do missense, frameshift insertion, and 
frameshift deletion have in common 



Difference in amino acid sequencing 

 



Having more than one codon for an amino acid 
allows us to over come some mutations 

 

T or F 

 



True 

 



RNA primer adds the 5’ end so that DNA 
polymerase can synthesis the leading strand 

 

T or F  

 



False 

 



Adding a guanine cap, methylation, and splicing 
out extrons is how we turn premessenger RNA 

into messenger RNA  

 



False 

 



What type of organisms is makes the 
polymerase used in PCR 

 



hyperthermophiles 

 


